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A Decade-Long Relationship
Built on Quality Metal Roofing
Solutions.
Forming quality, long-lasting relationships with

our customers and partners is someting we

pride ourselves on at Fabral. An excellent

example of this is our decade-plus relationship

with Liberty University and NB Handy Co.

Liberty University in Lynchburg, Virginia, is a
rapidly growing Christian college campus that
offers a wide range of degrees. Many of its
buildings feature classic and timeless metal
roofing systems that bring architectural
uniformity to campus.

Our relationship began in 2010 when Liberty
University was in the process of building
Williams Stadium, a new football arena. At the
beginning of the project, the university was
working with another metal roofing
manufacturer; however, a fulfillment challenge
had halted the project's progression. Fabral
was able to quickly offer a solution that would
not only accomplish the initial design goal but
also help Liberty avoid incurring an influx of
charges that would put them over budget. We
worked closely with NB Handy Co.; an
industry-leading wholesale distributor of
commercial roofing materials, to bring the
vision of Liberty University to life.
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One of the design goals was to have a top
ridge that is physically longer than the eave.
Fabral's engineers, along with NB Handy,
figured out how the flexible Stand'N Seam
panel system could be incrementally adjusted
across the roof, thereby eliminating the cost
and effort of custom fabrication.

The success of this project laid the
foundation for Fabral to be the preferred
metal roofing provider for any new Liberty
University projects over the past 13 years.
Since the inital project in 2010, Fabral and
NB Handy have worked together to bring
upward of a dozen new metal roofing
systems to the campus and plan for that
number to continue to grow in the future.

"Working with NB Handy Co. to achieve
the cohesive design Liberty University is
aiming to have with their campus has been
such an cooperative experience," said Jerry
Wandel, Architectural Territory Manager at
Fabral.  "This relationship, with a dealer
who works closely with the design team at
Liberty and the contractors, has been
tremendous. It has definitely been a key to
our success in these projects."

Despite a change in designers, contractors,
and architects for many of these projects,
Liberty University has made one thing clear:
Fabral products are the only metal roofing
manufacturer to choose.
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Williams Stadium
The roof at Williams Stadium, renovated in 2010 ,was designed with a top ridge that is
physically longer than th eave. NB Handy and Fabral engineers determined how the
flexible Stand'N Seam panel system could be incrementally adjusted across the roof,
eliminating the expense and effort of custom fabrication.
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Jerry Falwell Library
the 170,000 square-foot library is the university's largest investment in any one campus
structure to date. The building honors the university's founder and serves as the new
heart of the university. Architectural elements such as the four-story book tower ,rooftop
terrace, lakeside balconies, and the floating staircase set a new standard. Liberty
continues to rely on Fabral to safeguard valuable facilities and assets.

Hancock Welcome Center
The Hancock Welcome Center serves the critical purpose of greeting prospective students
and their families. Classic architecture and beautiful details create a stunning first
impression. 24 Gauge Steel Fabral coil was used to fabricate the standing seam roof for
this 33,000-square-foot Jeffersonian-style building.


